
 
 

 
February 2, 2021  
Corn 
Corn had an off day today after making new contract highs yesterday as it closed 
down .0625 at 5.43 for March futures. Market may be disappointed as we heard 
Friday there were more China sales, and now chatter today that the China corn 
buying may be done while others are saying we still may see another 2MMT this 
week. We did have a flash sale of 115,000MT of corn for delivery to Mexico during 
the 20/21 marketing year. Farmer selling has really slowed up as most the corn is 
now in commercial hands especially in the east. Domestic corn basis continues to 
be mixed with CIF 4 cents higher nearby today. We anticipate the basis to be well 
supported as this record corn export program gets executed, the likes of which has 
never been seen before. Without additional China purchases reported or a bullish 
report next Tuesday one would expect that we see some consolidation near term in 
futures. But with business now reported we anticipate exports of at least 2.8 bbu 
which is 250 mbu above the USDA, driving the carryout down to 1.3 bbu or 8.8% of 
use which justifies higher prices. If the additional 2 mmt was sold, then obviously 
exports and carryout get adjusted accordingly. Additionally, China will begin its 
weeklong New Year’s holiday on Feb. 12. Then February 18-19 will be the USDA Ag Outlook Forum where we will get the 
first round of acreage numbers the USDA projects for 2021. 
 
Beans 
Beans traded firm in the overnight before selling off to close 10 ½ c lower on the day.  They still settled 13c off lows.  The 
defensive trade was attributed to good rains in South America as the reason.  SH trading below the 10 day (1358 ¼ ) and the 
20 day (1372 ½ ).  The pace of Brazil’s harvest continues at a 10 year low with just under 2% harvested which equates to just 
under 3 mmt.  This is 8 mmt below the normal pace.  In spite of the slow pace basis is weak at export ports as China has 
purchased some Feb PNW.  FOB basis offers are 35c lower than a week ago with slightly large production estimates.  Most 
recent estimates for Brazil are 133 to 134 mmt with Argentina around 48 mmt.  The WASDE next week should show larger 
South American production and a 25 mil bu increase in US exports.  It will be interesting to see what the USDA decides to do 
and how the market trades.   
 
Wheat 
The wheat complex was again lower with company from lower corn, beans, and metals, all versus a stronger dollar. The dollar 
is now trading at its highest level in two months. US wheat remains locked out of the exciting tenders, the latest being Egypt 
buying 480,000 mt. They bought 120,000 Russian, 240,000 French, 60,000 Romanian, and 60,000 Ukrainian. The wheat 
traded at $311 to $312 mt C+F and that is $29 mt above the price they paid in December. The purchase is for March shipment. 
Russian rumors of even more taxes are the talk of the world wheat trade. Currently there is a 17.5 mmt quota through June. 
Everything exported to that amount Feb 15 to March 1 taxed at 25 euros/mt. March 1 through June 30 the tax increases to 
50 euros/mt. Anything exported over 17.5 mmt will be taxed at no less than $100 euros/mt up to 50% of the customs value. 
The key point is that major exporters of grain are taking steps to restrict their exports in the attempt of limiting their domestic 
price increasing. Japan is tendering for their usual US/Canada combo, this time for 87,000 mt of milling wheat. 
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CASH BASIS BIDS Nearby  March 
Corn Cif Nola  76+H 76+H 
Truck Hennepin 15+H 18+H 
Truck St Louis 42+H 42+H 
Iowa Interior UP 7-H 7-H 
Columbus CSX 6+H 8+H 
Fort Wayne NS 0+H 8+H 
Dlvd Hereford   
Dlvd PNW   
KC RAIL 25+H 25+H 
Nebraska Grp 3 2-H 2-H 
Dlvd Decatur 15+H 20+H 
Wheat Cif Nola 110H 110+H 
Beans Cif Nola 72+H 75+H 
Truck Hennepin 5+H 11+H 
Truck St Louis 34+H 37+H 
Dlvd Decatur 10+H     18+H                                                                  
Dlvd Des Moines 20-H 15-H 
IL R Barge Frt. 405 385 
BNSF Shuttle Frt. Tariff -$50 


